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MESSAGE from
the DIRECTOR

I

am pleased to present the third report from the Office of Government
Information Services (OGIS). Congress created OGIS more than five

years ago as the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Ombudsman, di-

recting us to offer a range of mediation services to resolve FOIA disputes
and to review agencies’ FOIA policies, procedures, and compliance. We
do that by serving as a neutral party within the Federal Government to
which anyone—requester or agency—can come for assistance with any
aspect of the FOIA process.
In our third year—we opened our doors in September 2009—we continued our important mission of providing mediation services to resolve
FOIA disputes. To date, we have assisted nearly 2,000 FOIA requesters,
and we closed 354 cases in Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 alone. We are pleased
that every year more agencies are adopting OGIS best practices such as
good communication with requesters and use of the “team approach” to
collaborate with agency colleagues in responding to FOIA requests. These
best practices not only help resolve disputes, but also prevent them.
FOIA also directs OGIS to recommend policy changes to Congress
and the President to improve the administration of FOIA. In this spirit, we provided Congress with five recommendations for improving the
FOIA process. We also used the OGIS website to highlight ways that
agencies can improve the FOIA process. We look forward to adding to
our list of recommendations in the coming year.
OGIS found ways enhance its own processes in FY 2012. We
launched a new, more user-friendly website linked with a case management system that allows us to better track our casework. We en-
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joyed increased communication with agencies and requesters through
our dispute-resolution training program, review of agency FOIA regulations, and our blog, The FOIA Ombudsman: Information and Advice. If you have suggestions for other ways we can improve our work,
please let us know.
Sincerely,

Miriam Nisbet
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

O

GIS, in its third year as the FOIA Ombudsman, built on the successes of its first two years by releasing recommendations for im-

proving FOIA, providing mediation services to requesters and agencies,

and reviewing agency policies, procedures, and compliance.
OGIS provided Congress with five recommendations for improving
the FOIA process:
• Providing assistance for requesters seeking their own records under the Privacy Act of 1974
• Encouraging agency participation with FOIAonline, the Government-wide FOIA portal
• Facilitating the coordination of interagency communication for
Government-wide FOIA requests
• Creating a Government-wide Privacy Act routine-use procedure to
streamline the way in which agencies share information with OGIS
• Delivering dispute-resolution skills training for FOIA professionals
The Office also created an Improving FOIA page on its website and
highlighted additional suggestions for agencies to consider, including:
• Providing all new Federal employees with “Day One” and refresher
FOIA training
• Standardizing agency FOIA web pages
• Professionalizing the FOIA career track
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OGIS, where it was able to, began working immediately to implement or encourage implementation of both the formal recommendations
to Congress and the suggestions for improving FOIA.
OGIS closed 354 cases in Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 in response to requests for assistance, down from the 373 cases and 391 cases closed in
FY 2011 and FY 2010, respectively. However, OGIS cases have grown
increasingly more complex, and the Office refined its case-intake process to track instances in which it can offer immediate assistance (now
labeled “quick hits”), resulting in fewer total cases.
OGIS handled cases involving requests to 37 Federal departments
and agencies, including all 15 Cabinet-level departments, in FY 2012.
Altogether, OGIS cases and “quick hits” totaled 768 in FY 2012.
In its third year, OGIS expanded its dispute-resolution skills training
to include agency-specific training for three Cabinet-level departments.
OGIS did not handle any cases in FY 2012 that required the services of
an outside mediator.
OGIS continued its review of department and agency FOIA regulations, both by submitting public comments through its parent agency, the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), and by
working collaboratively with agencies before the public comment period.
OGIS also created a draft assessment framework for measuring an
effective FOIA program based on similar work conducted by NARA’s
Information Security Oversight Office.

FOIA MATTERS
When requesters gain access to records under FOIA, Government transparency flourishes, which nurtures accountability and, in turn, our democracy. Although journalists and Government oversight groups make
up a small portion of the more than 600,000 FOIA requests to Federal
departments and agencies, their work most publicly illustrates FOIA.
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In the year ending September 30, 2012, journalists and Government watchdog groups relied on FOIA to report on a wide variety of stories dealing with
subjects past and present. The FBI released more than 750 pages of records to
The Associated Press showing that in the 1960s, U.S. Senator Robert C. Byrd
obtained secret FBI documents about the civil rights movement that were leaked
to the CIA, sparking conflict between the two agencies, the AP reported.
Cause of Action, a nonpartisan Government oversight group, found
that the Office of Government Ethics gave the General Services Administration’s ethics program high marks just days after a 2010 Las Vegas
conference that was later plagued by allegations of waste and abuse, the
Washington Post reported.
USA Today used FOIA to obtain documents, including a 2007 internal report, from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) showing
that some agency regulators knew about dangerous lead levels in soil in
hundreds of neighborhoods, but did little to address the problem. (EPA’s
Inspector General plans to investigate.)
A Washington Post report about economic incentives integrated into
the U.S. health-care system showed that drug companies made billions
of dollars in profits while millions of patients were subjected to potentially dangerous doses of drugs. The results of a clinical trial, released
by the Food and Drug Administration under FOIA, contributed to the
newspaper’s investigation.
Data obtained under FOIA from the Department of Labor showed
that nearly one in five National Guard, reserve and active-duty troops
returning from Iraq or Afghanistan who allege job discrimination say
Federal Government agencies, not private employers, are discriminating,
the Washington Post reported.
Author Joshua Kurlantzick used FOIA to uncover a wealth of documents from the FBI, the Departments of Defense and
State, and other U.S. Government agencies about “Silk
King” Jim Thompson, an American expatriate in
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Several agencies—including the Council on
Environmental Quality,
the Federal Housing Finance Agency, the Peace
Corps, and the Special
Inspector General for Afghanistan—train all new
employees about FOIA.

Thailand who vanished in the jungle more than 45
years ago. Aided by documents from the National Archives, Kurlantzick portrays Thompson in the
book The Ideal Man: The Tragedy of Jim Thompson
and the American Way of War as a U.S. Army Officer in the Office of Strategic Services, the precursor
of the Central Intelligence Agency, who steadfastly
FOIA helped
authors Stuart
Wexler and Larry
Hancock obtain
information
about Martin
Luther King, Jr.
(NARA ARC Identifier 542014)

championed democracy and fought colonialism.
Authors Stuart Wexler and Larry Hancock used FOIA to obtain documents from the FBI that unveiled two previously secret plots to assassinate Martin Luther King, Jr. The documents and other records obtained
under FOIA helped Wexler and Hancock chronicle the events detailed
in the book The Awful Grace of God: Religious Terrorism, White Supremacy, and the Unsolved Murder of Martin Luther King, Jr.

BEST PRACTICES: A Team Approach
Whether it’s to resolve a dispute or to evaluate internal processes, agencies are increasingly
working collaboratively in teams to tackle FOIA-related issues. Some examples OGIS found
while combing through Chief FOIA Office reports for FY 2011 include the following:
The high level of interest in the April 2010 oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico sparked a
project in which data.gov is featuring data related to the spill, its effects, and the cleanup effort from the Department of Energy (DOE), the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Department of the Interior (DOI), and the states of Florida and Louisiana. Data include oil and
gas flow and recovery measurements, air and water sample data, oil spill–related exposure information, and other data of interest to scientists, recovery workers and citizens.
At the Department of State (State), several teams have been formed to make the
FOIA process more efficient, including a team to process the 250 oldest requests. A
Rapid Response Team (RRT) to address referrals led to an agreement between State
and U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, Department of Homeland Security, regarding guidelines for referrals, which dropped from 4,000 a month to 430 a month.
The referral backlog fell from 4,121 in March 2011 to 1,756 in March 2012.
The Chief FOIA Officer of the National Archives and Records Administration is in-
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IMPROVING FOIA
“The Office of Government Information Services shall … recommend
policy changes to Congress and the President to improve the administration” of FOIA.
5 U.S.C. § 552(h)(2)(C)
In Fiscal Year (FY) 2012, OGIS recommended to Congress five areas that
agencies can address to improve the FOIA process. In addition to formal recommendations, OGIS’s day-to-day work sparks suggestions for improving
FOIA.
The five recommendations to Congress are:
• Provide assistance for requesters seeking their own records under
the Privacy Act

volved in a 20-oldest-case initiative through the National Declassification Center, working with agencies with an equity in classified records.
Each department within the U.S. Postal Service has a representative who works with
the Records Office to identify records to disclose proactively online. The Records Office
also is available to help FOIA coordinators and others with record-release determinations and other FOIA matters.
The Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health and Human Services,
has a FOIA council that examines backlog issues.
The Social Security Administration’s FOIA Process Evaluation Working Group
works to reassess and improve the agency’s FOIA processing. The group’s review of
FOIA procedures led to recommendations including updating case processing procedure,
obtaining new equipment to improve the intake process, redesigning a FOIA tracking
worksheet, and scheduling a monthly FOIA analyst meeting.
At the Environmental Protection Agency, a FOIA Workgroup examined all aspects
of the agency’s FOIA processes and issued 22 recommendations, including developing
guidelines on a foreseeable-harm standard, revising FOIA regulations, and establishing
a searchable records repository.
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• Create a Government-wide Privacy Act routine-use procedure to
streamline the way in which agencies share information with OGIS
• Encourage agency participation with FOIAonline, the Government-wide FOIA portal
• Facilitate the coordination of interagency communication for Government-wide FOIA requests, and
• Recommend dispute-resolution skills training for FOIA professionals.
Where it could, OGIS began working immediately to implement these
recommendations. OGIS and the Office of Information Policy at the Department of Justice (DOJ) sponsored a Requester Roundtable event bringing together agency FOIA professionals and the public to discuss Privacy Act
requests, in which requesters seek access to information pertaining to themselves. While OGIS’s mandate is in FOIA and not the Privacy Act, both laws
can apply to first-party requests, and whenever possible, OGIS strives to assist requesters seeking records under both laws. OGIS provided information
about Privacy Act requests and also wrote generally about the differences between FOIA and the Privacy Act on the OGIS blog. OGIS plans to add agency privacy contacts and general Privacy Act information to the OGIS website.
OGIS also worked with the DOJ to write model language that agencies
can use in revising their Systems of Records Notices (SORNs) to share information with OGIS. Without such a routine use under the Privacy Act of 1974,
OGIS is required to get written consents from requesters before contacting Federal agencies to begin to discuss disputes. OGIS plans to contact Chief Privacy
Officers at the 11 Cabinet-level departments that do not have such a routine
use to provide them with the model language. (See Agency Review section.)
FOIAonline, the FOIA portal, launched at the start of FY 2013. Throughout FY 2012, OGIS worked with the partner agencies as well as with requester
stakeholders to share information about the tool in presentations, meetings, discussions, and, of course, on the OGIS blog. (See Technology section.)
OGIS developed a strategy to coordinate agency contacts and facilitate
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communication on multiagency requests in which the
same request is made to multiple agencies. This approach ensures that agencies are aware that the request has been received by fellow agencies; puts agency points of contact in touch with one another so they
can share tips and strategies for fulfilling the request;
and also helps to avoid redundancies.
OGIS continues to encourage departments and
agencies to partner to expand and provide disputeresolution skills training for their FOIA professionals.
OGIS also focused in FY 2012 on its day-today suggestions for agencies and requesters through
its new Improving FOIA web page. Some examples include
• Agency-wide FOIA training: providing “Day One” and refresher
training to all agency employees in addition to specialized FOIA
training for FOIA professionals.
• Standardized agency web pages: collaborating with agencies to develop an easy-to-use design template featuring standardized FOIA reading
rooms, contact information, and features for each agency to customize.
• Top-down agency FOIA support: encouraging agency leader ship to actively support FOIA programs, policies, and initiatives
through senior official memos and agency all-hands meetings.

Support from
agency leadership helps FOIA
professionals at
all rungs of
the ladder
do a great
job.
Clifford Berryman’s 1898
drawing “An Advantage in Reach
and Pull.”
(NARA ARC Identifier 6010289)

• Professionalization of the FOIA career track: OGIS began planning
in FY 2012 for facilitating an interagency working group developing standard position descriptions that agencies can use under the
new Government information specialist job series, 0306.
OGIS continues to find ways the FOIA process might be improved
upon through its resolution of specific disputes and work with agencies
and requesters generally.
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OGIS CASE STUDY: genealogical research
For years, historians and genealogists traced parentage by filing FOIA requests
with the Social Security Administration (SSA). In 2011, the SSA implemented a
new policy regarding release of information in cases involving extreme age from
its Form SS-5, which is used to apply for a Social Security number.
Researchers who previously received unredacted SS-5 forms from SSA instead received responses notifying them that parents’ names cannot be released
because they are protected from a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy under both Exemption 6 of FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6), and the Privacy
Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b).
Many of those requesters came to OGIS for assistance. OGIS learned that
the SSA’s official policy on the release of parents’ names on SS-5 forms is that
the agency will not release those names unless
• It receives their written consent or proof of death
• Their birth dates are more than 120 years ago, or
• The number holder on the SS-5 is at least 100 years old.
Acceptable proof of death includes a death certificate, a statement of
death by a funeral director, an obituary or newspaper article, or a coroner’s
report.
In its role as the FOIA Ombudsman, OGIS spoke to SSA FOIA professionals about its SS-5 policy, raising the concerns of OGIS’s customers. OGIS
learned that in creating this policy, the SSA looked at how other agencies, including the Department of Justice and the Federal Bureau of Investigation, handle records involving extreme age. Generally, both agencies will not release records about individuals who are younger than 100 years without proof of death.
Because Social Security applications are unique records in that they list both
parents’ names, SSA added 20 years to the 100-year requirement to protect the
privacy interests of the parents.
SSA FOIA professionals explained that they constantly strike a balance between their responsibility to protect personal information contained in the agency’s records and the desire of the public to gain access to that information. As a
result of discussions with OGIS, the SSA agreed to revisit its policy on SS-5s to
reconsider whether the current age thresholds are too restrictive. In the meantime, SSA added more information about its current SS-5 policy to its FOIA web
page so requesters can access the information.
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MEASURING OGIS’s EFFECTIVENESS
“The Office of Government Information Services shall review policies and procedures of administrative agencies under [FOIA]; review compliance with [FOIA] by administrative agencies; and …
shall offer mediation services to resolve disputes between persons
making requests under [FOIA] and administrative agencies as a
non-exclusive alternative to litigation.”
5 U.S.C. § 552(h)(2)-(3)
OGIS has two fairly different statutory missions: providing mediation services
to resolve FOIA disputes, and reviewing agencies’ FOIA policies, procedures,
and compliance. With no formal metrics for measuring its success, the Office
has had to be creative in determining how to assess its effectiveness. In Fiscal
Year (FY) 2012, OGIS committed to finding more objective ways to report
its effectiveness and worked with volunteer consultants, underwent an Office
of Inspector General (OIG) audit, and developed its own criteria to evaluate
performance. Previously, most of OGIS’s feedback came from follow-up comments to OGIS staff or in-person encounters regarding FOIA dispute cases.
A volunteer team of law students and professionals from Harvard Law
School’s Negotiation and Mediation Clinical Program, which partnered with
OGIS in FY 2011, spent three months in FY 2012 looking specifically into
OGIS’s goals as an office, particularly into determining how best to measure the effectiveness of OGIS’s work. The Harvard team recommended that
OGIS distribute feedback requests to its agency and requester customers.
OGIS had previously developed customer service assessments to share
with individuals who received dispute-resolution services from the Office. The
Harvard team—which included survey professionals—worked with OGIS to
refine the questions and finalize the assessment, which, as of FY 2013, is offered to both agency and requester OGIS customers to evaluate OGIS’s mediation services. In the coming months, OGIS will implement the Harvard
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Harvard Law
School students studied
ways that OGIS
could best
measure its
effectiveness.
This 1967 photo
shows Corpsmen studying
at a Civilian
Conservation
Corps Center
in Minnesota.
(NARA ARC
Identifier
2132734)

team’s recommendation to develop and provide feedback requests to agency
contacts as well.
As part of its routine examination of NARA offices, the Inspector
General (IG) selected OGIS to be evaluated in FY 2012 to determine
whether OGIS was adequately established and meets Congress’s intent.
The IG found that OGIS meets the requirements set forth in FOIA with
regard to both review and dispute resolution. The IG found that “additional resources could significantly improve OGIS’s ability to address
and meet its mission.” OGIS will discuss the IG’s recommendation with
NARA as part of the annual budget process.
The IG’s office noted that OGIS’s dispute-resolution cases were
closed at a slower rate in the first two quarters of calendar year 2012
than in OGIS’s first two calendar years due, in part, to the Office’s transition to an online case management system without increasing corresponding technological capabilities. The IG recommended that OGIS
obtain a high-speed scanner in FY 2012 to maintain its case closure rate.

RESOLVING DISPUTES
In OGIS’s third year, the Office continued to offer mediation services—
ranging from ombuds services to facilitation to mediation—to resolve
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disputes between FOIA requesters and Federal agencies. In its first three
years, OGIS’s reach stretched across every state except Wyoming, the
District of Columbia, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and
13 foreign countries, including Australia, Cambodia, Canada, France,
India, Iraq, Mexico, and the United Arab Emirates.
OGIS assisted almost 2,000 requesters in its first three years, receiving a total of 1,125 cases—391 in its first year, 373 in its second
year, and 361 in its third year. (The remaining 875 involved “quick hits”
in which OGIS offers immediate assistance without having to open a
case.) OGIS closed 354 cases in FY 2012, about the same as the 357
closed in FY 2011. At any given time, the workload is approximately
100 open cases. In 73 percent of cases closed in FY 2012, OGIS provided ombuds services, acting as a confidential and informal information
resource, communications channel, complaint-handler, and dispute-resolver. OGIS also handled 314 “quick hits”—e-mails and phone calls
from requesters and agency FOIA professionals.
OGIS cases come
from around the
globe, including
many from the
Washington, DC,
area.
This circa 1800
map shows the
United States; the
British possessions of Canada,
Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, and
Newfoundland
divided with the
French; and the
Spanish Territories of Louisiana
and Florida.
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The OGIS staff tweaked existing internal processes to work more efficiently and to excel in customer service while resolving disputes. To help with
this process, OGIS deployed a new online case management system at the
beginning of FY 2012, which eases reporting and tracking of OGIS services.
Throughout the year, OGIS continued to add more data fields to obtain additional metrics. For example, one of the new fields in the system directly reports the current status of the OGIS cases in real-time to the OGIS website.
The new case management system can track other OGIS internal data points.
OGIS also refined its intake process to better identify incoming requests that can be handled on the same day as “quick hits,” rather than
“cases,” which require more research and analysis. While one result of
this process is improved customer service—simple requests for information are handled immediately by OGIS staff— this change also resulted
in fewer OGIS cases in FY 2012.
OGIS cases were open an average of 89.5 working days, with a median of 56 working days in FY 2012. In the third and fourth quarters of
FY 2012, OGIS concentrated on closing the oldest pending cases, most
of which were from OGIS’s first year and which increased the time OGIS
cases are open from an average of 50 working days in FY 2010 and 31
working days in FY 2011. The oldest closed case, open a total of 644
working days, dated to January 2010 and involved the customer coming
to OGIS early in the processing of the FOIA request, then returning at
each step in the process until the agency’s final determination.
An analysis of the OGIS cases shows that the Office’s FY 2012 cases were
more complex and substantive than in previous years. For example, OGIS’s
caseload in the first two years consisted of many cases in which requesters
sought access to information pertaining to themselves under the Privacy Act
of 1974. Because Federal agencies process such first-party requests under both
FOIA and the Privacy Act of 1974 in order to give requesters the fullest degree of access available, OGIS provides ombuds services to such requesters,
including information about the process and the status of requests. However,
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BEST PRACTICES: Proactive Disclosure
No FOIA program is complete without a strong commitment to proactively disclose high-interest records and datasets. In reviewing the 2011 Chief
FOIA Officer Reports, OGIS saw many examples of agencies proactively
disclosing records, including the following:
• The U.S. Department of State posted more than 2,200 records from
the Rwandan Declassification Collection, describing the role of the international community and its response to the Rwandan Genocide, the civil
war in Burundi, and the resulting destabilization of the East Africa region.
• The Federal Communications Commission launched a website that
offers Government data sets in formats required by entrepreneurs who
wish to build innovative applications.
• The Corporation for National and Community Service expanded its
release of grant application review materials to all of its competitive grant
programs. The materials include blank external review templates and the
names of external peer reviewers.
• The United States Postal Service (USPS) added information to its
website about all leased postal facilities and land in all states and U.S. territories including annual rent, lease information, square footage and tax
information, as well as information on USPS-owned facilities and land.
• Upon receiving a FOIA request for a gaming contract, National Indian Gaming Commission FOIA professionals immediately start the submitter notice process so that it can process, redact, and post the contract
to the agency website. By doing so, agency FOIA professionals believe that
they have reduced the number of FOIA requests they receive.
• The Department of Energy collects and disseminates information
about patents that result from research sponsored by the agency.

because OGIS jurisdiction springs from FOIA and not the Privacy Act, OGIS
is not in a position to assist with substantive Privacy Act issues. In FY 2012,
39 OGIS cases involved Privacy Act requests, a drop from 50 in FY 2011 and
94 in FY 2010, respectively. Cases involving Privacy Act requests are usually
simpler—and take less time to complete—since status and ombuds services
are the only services OGIS can provide under FOIA to those customers.
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Additionally, although many agencies cooperate with OGIS, there
still are some that do not fully engage or are slow to engage with the Office. After careful consideration, OGIS believes that the increase in the
time to handle OGIS cases can be attributed to several factors: the increased complexity of cases received, the lack of timely agency and requester responses, the readjustment of OGIS’s case intake process, implementation of the new case management database (and with it, a new
process requiring that all case-related materials be scanned and uploaded); and, until recently, limited scanning capabilities.
In FY 2012, OGIS’s closed cases involved 37 Federal agencies, including all 15 Cabinet-level departments:
78 cases (22 percent) from the Department of Justice
52 cases (~15 percent) from the Department of Homeland Security
28 cases (~8 percent) from the Department of Veterans Affairs
27 cases (~8 percent) from the Social Security Administration
16 cases (~4.5 percent) from the Department of Defense
16 cases (~4.5 percent) from the Department of Treasury
These cases, 217 in total, accounted for 62 percent of the cases OGIS
closed in FY 2012. The numbers do not imply that these agencies have
more problematic FOIA operations than other agencies; rather, those
agencies regularly refer requesters to OGIS for assistance. OGIS also
opened one case from an agency to assist with an internal agency disagreement about the processing of a request.
Forty percent of requesters who came to OGIS sought assistance
with denials, and 28 percent with delays. The remaining cases dealt with
general FOIA processing issues, fees, or policy matters. The denial cases
involved seven of the nine exemptions to FOIA. No OGIS case has involved the least-cited Exemption 9, which protects “geological and geophysical data, including maps, concerning wells,” and in FY 2012, OGIS
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More than a
quarter of OGIS’s
cases involve
requesters facing
delays in agency
response time.
This fence delayed
anyone wishing to
get to the other
side of the Brooklyn Naval Yard in
1913. (NARA ARC
Identifier 6038914)

did not handle any cases involving Exemption 8, which protects records
pertaining to the regulation or supervision of financial institutions.
OGIS, created to complement existing FOIA practices and procedures, strives to work in conjunction with the existing request and appeal process; however, OGIS may become involved at any point in the
administrative process. About 33 percent of OGIS customers in FY 2012
requested assistance after an agency’s final determination on appeal, but
many came to OGIS with questions earlier in the process: after filing a
request (31 percent); before receiving a response to an appeal (15 percent); after receiving an initial response (9 percent); or before even filing
a FOIA request (1 percent). In about 10 percent of the cases, the data is
either unknown or unavailable.
The majority of the denial cases that OGIS handled involved Exemptions 6 and 7, which protect personnel, medical, and similar files, the release
of which would invade personal privacy, and records and information compiled for law enforcement purposes, respectively. The bulk of these requests
dealt with requesters seeking information about third parties, in which written consent, proof of death, or an overriding public interest in disclosure is
generally required under both FOIA and the Privacy Act.
During OGIS’s first three years, the Office issued no advisory
opinions.
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AGENCY REVIEW
“The Office of Government Information Services shall review policies
and procedures of administrative agencies under this section; [and] review compliance with this section by administrative agencies.”
5 U.S.C. § 552(h)(2)(A)-(B)
Immediately after opening in September 2009, OGIS began offering mediation
services. Implementation of the second prong of the Office’s statutory mission—
review of agencies’ FOIA policies, procedures, and compliance—started late in
OGIS’s first full year and includes review of proposed changes to agency FOIA
regulations and collaboration with agencies in developing changes to FOIA regulations, policies, and procedures. OGIS’s review program also includes developing Government-wide best practices by analyzing Annual FOIA reports and
Chief FOIA Officer reports, and observing agency practices through casework.
OGIS expanded its review of agency FOIA policies, procedures, and
compliance in FY 2012 by
• Expanding review of regulations to include agency Privacy Act
Systems of Records Notices (SORNs)
• Offering plain language training and review of written agency
FOIA materials
• Creating metrics for a draft assessment program.
Agency FOIA Regulations
In FY 2012, OGIS submitted public comments to proposed changes in
the FOIA regulations of the
• Central Intelligence Agency
• National Labor Relations Board
• Office of Science and Technology Policy
• Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction
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OGIS also collaborated with the Department of State (State) in
reviewing existing and newly written FOIA regulations. OGIS shared many
of its best practices with State to ensure that the regulations are written
clearly, explain the FOIA administrative process, and provide information pertaining to OGIS services.
OGIS is pleased that as a result of collaboration with the Department of the Interior (DOI) in FY 2011, the agency incorporated several
of OGIS’s suggestions into its proposed regulation, including recognizing the important statutory role of the FOIA Public Liaison in reducing
delays, increasing transparency, and understanding the status of requests.
The DOI also proposed several items that OGIS applauds, including informing requesters that consent or proof of death of a third-party individual is required before the agency can release records on that individual, and providing in the regulation information about the preservation of
records and records management. (OGIS has observed that good records
management is essential to the FOIA administrative process.)
Government
agencies will release information
on third parties
only with their
consent or proof
of death.
William Wirt, U.S.
Attorney General
from 1817 to 1829,
is buried at Congressional Cemetery, Washington,
DC, shown in this
1860s photo by
Mathew Brady.
(NARA ARC Identifier 529409)
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Finally, OGIS is pleased that the Federal Housing Finance Agency
(FHFA) incorporated several of the recommended changes that OGIS
proposed during the public comment period in FY 2011. OGIS followed
up on those comments with a letter to the agency that more fully explained OGIS’s statutory mission and internal processes.
Agency Systems of Records Notices (SORNs)
OGIS expanded its regulatory collaboration and comment program to
include revisions to agencies’ Systems of Records Notices (SORNs) for
FOIA and Privacy Act request files. The Privacy Act of 1974 prohibits
agencies from sharing information contained in FOIA and Privacy Act
request and appeal files without prior written consent of the requester
or the existence of a routine use allowing such disclosure. As such, OGIS
has obtained signed and dated agreements from more than 1,000 requesters since opening three years ago.
OGIS has observed that requiring formal signed consent can be an
obstacle when an agency seeks OGIS assistance. The situation may place
agencies in the position of obtaining requester consent for the sole purpose of discussing an issue with OGIS in an attempt to prevent or resolve
a dispute connected to that requester. Consent also may not be feasible
when records are relevant to an OGIS review of an agency’s policies,
procedures, or compliance (although OGIS anticipates that there would
be considerably less need for access to individual files for that purpose
than when OGIS is providing mediation services).
OGIS worked with the Department of Justice (DOJ) to develop a
model routine use that agencies can use:
To the National Archives and Records Administration, Office of
Government Information Services (OGIS), to the extent necessary to fulfill its responsibilities in 5 U.S.C. § 552(h),
to review administrative agency policies, procedures
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Corporation’s president issued a corporation-wide directive
stating that FOIA obligations are as important as any other
statutory obligation.
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and compliance with the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),
and to facilitate OGIS’ offering of mediation services to resolve
disputes between persons making FOIA requests and administrative agencies.
In addition to DOJ, the Departments of Health and Human Services,
and State, the Office of Special Counsel, and the U.S. Postal Service revised their SORNs in FY 2012 to include a routine use that allows the
sharing of information with OGIS. (The Department of Transportation amended its SORN in FY 2011 to include an OGIS routine use.)
Amending agencies’ SORNs to include OGIS as a routine use builds
efficiencies into the FOIA administrative process, of which OGIS is an
important part.
Plain Writing
The Plain Writing Act of 2010, which went into effect in October 2011,
mandates that any new or substantially revised written communication
with the public must be clear, concise, and well-organized. With the guidance of the interagency Plain Language Action and Information Network,
agencies have taken a fresh look at their websites, correspondence, and
other communications to make those documents more easily understood.
The Plain Writing Act offers a perfect opportunity for FOIA offices
to improve their processes by explaining technical and legal information
in easy-to-understand language. FOIA offices have direct contact with
the public through correspondence and agency websites, and the legislation is designed to impact precisely the kind of communications that
FOIA professionals produce. However, some FOIA professionals see a
tension between plain writing and the technical and legal information
that FOIA letters must contain.
OGIS’s mission to assist agencies in resolving disputes with FOIA
requesters is inextricably linked with good customer service and im-
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proved communications. The Office recognizes the opportunity for improved customer service presented by the Plain Writing Act; OGIS
seized this opportunity by adding the topic of
plain writing to its training program.
This year OGIS presented training on
plain writing in the following venues:
Plain writing
makes reading
easier.
A child enjoys
a book at the
Ghedi Air
Base in Italy in
2000. (NARA
ARC Identifier
6512896)

• OGIS’s Interagency Dispute-Resolution Skills for FOIA Professionals training
• Agency-specific training for the Departments of State, Homeland
Security, and Health and Human Services, and
• Sessions at two American Society of Access Professionals (ASAP)
conferences.
OGIS also added plain writing review to the menu of services it offers
agencies. Though agency regulations are not included in the Plain Writing
Act of 2010, two Executive Orders emphasize the need for plain language:
E.O. 12866 and E.O. 12988. OGIS suggests ways to make regulations more
easily readable when it reviews them. The Office also invites agencies to submit their form letters and other FOIA correspondence for plain language
review; so far one agency has taken OGIS up on this offer. Finally, OGIS
invites agencies to use the information the Office developed for the “OGIS
Library” section of the OGIS website on their own websites or in letters—
all of that material adheres to plain writing guidelines.
Draft Assessment Program
OGIS envisions a robust review strategy to fully implement this aspect of its
mission. OGIS’s collaboration in FY 2011 with the National Archives’ Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO), which oversees Government
and industry security-classification programs, resulted in a draft assessment
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framework that includes elements of an effective FOIA program. OGIS will
continue to shape the framework to include collaborative assessments of
agency FOIA programs. OGIS had hoped to launch its first assessment in
FY 2012, but could not do so without hampering its offering of mediation
services, including ombuds services, and other aspects of its review mission.
OGIS realizes that there is an inherent tension between its two statutory missions: (1) to review agencies’ FOIA policies, procedures, and compliance, and (2) to offer mediation services to resolve disputes between FOIA
requesters and Federal agencies. When OGIS facilitators serve as neutral
third parties to assist in resolving FOIA disputes, it could be difficult for
those same individuals to separately review an agency’s practices. While
these two missions are interrelated, OGIS has determined that they require
separate and distinct methodologies to properly implement them. As such,
OGIS’s review mission would best be implemented by a separate team of
OGIS staffers who do not handle complaints, but instead assess agencies’
FOIA policies, procedures, and compliance. Given OGIS’s small staff, it has
not been able to establish such a team.
OGIS’s nascent
review program
includes a draft
assessment for
an effective FOIA
program.
These Air Force
pilots review a
checklist before
a training mission at Vance
Air Force Base
in Oklahoma
in 1984. (NARA
ARC Identifier
6387652)
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OGIS CASE STUDY: the black hole of referrals
Tom Tangen is a man on a mission. For the last six years, he’s made more than
25 trips from Minnesota to the National Archives in College Park, MD, on a
quest to locate records pertaining to American rifle grenade launchers and rifle
grenades from World War I to 1960.
His research has yielded a cache of previously classified documents from as
far back as 1910 and as recent as the late 1940s. Nearly five years ago, Tangen
discovered the existence of classified records from the 1950s that contained potentially valuable information about a little-known weapon of the World War
II and Korean War eras. Tangen, who is retired from the airline industry, submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request in July 2008 hoping to get
the records declassified.
Nearly two years later, Tangen came to OGIS. The Office learned that NARA
sent records responsive to the request to three other agencies for their review, and
explained to Tangen the referral and consultation process as well as the FOIA backlog facing the Archives. OGIS urged him to be patient. Tangen returned to OGIS
in 2012. Though he’d received documents from one of the agencies, neither he nor
Supervisory Archives Specialist David Fort had any luck tracking down 195 pages
sent to two Department of Defense (DoD) components: Office of the Secretary of
Defense-Joint Chiefs of Staff (OSD/JS) and the Department of the Army. The records
appeared to have disappeared into a black hole.
OGIS re-opened the case and contacted Stephanie Carr, DoD’s FOIA Public Liaison, who tracked the records to the Picatinny Arsenal, U.S. Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center, in northern New Jersey.
A Picatinny FOIA professional discovered the classified records tucked away in
a safe in her office; she and her colleagues quickly reviewed the documents and
determined that although they no longer contained DoD- or Army-classified information, they did contain some foreign government information of possible
interest to the State Department. Fort showed the documents to State Department reviewers at the Archives, and they had no objection to release, so the records
were declassified.
Tangen returned to the Archives to review the material, which he plans to
compile, along with the other information he’s gathered, for reference by other
interested enthusiasts.
“Without Mr. Fort’s ongoing assistance and yours, I would likely still be
waiting for access to the material,” Tangen wrote OGIS.
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RECORDS MANAGEMENT
OGIS recognizes that when an agency achieves excellence in records management
and links that management to FOIA, both programs succeed, nurturing transparency and accountability. Records management took on increased importance in
2012 for the entire Government. With a focus on a digital transition, the Managing Government Records Directive issued jointly by the Office of Management
and Budget and the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), intends to improve records management policies and practices across the executive
branch. Specifically, the August 24, 2012, directive establishes two broad goals
coupled with specific steps for agencies to take to achieve those goals:
Good records
management
is crucial to the
FOIA administrative process.
Records appear
well-organized
in this Air
Force records
depository in
Arlington, VA,
in 1975. (NARA
ARC Identifier
6343975)
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• The first, to “Require Electronic Recordkeeping to Ensure Transparency, Efficiency, and Accountability,” sets a 2019 deadline for
all agencies to electronically manage their permanent records, with
a 2013 cutoff to come up with a plan to do so. It also requires
agencies to electronically manage all e-mail by 2016.
• The second, to “Demonstrate Compliance with Federal Records
Management Statutes and Regulations,” requires agencies to designate a senior official to oversee review of the existing records management program, ensure records are properly transferred to NARA,
establish agency-wide records management training, and work with
NARA to ensure comprehensive agency-wide records schedules.
Implementing these steps should lead to improved openness and accountability by better documentation of agency actions, more effective transfer of permanently valuable records to NARA—OGIS’s parent agency—and cost savings
through more efficient operations agency-wide, according to the directive.
There can be no access under FOIA without good records management.
Linking the FOIA and records management programs is an OGIS best practice,
and OGIS fully expects that the records management directive will improve
both records management programs and FOIA programs Government-wide.

TECHNOLOGY
OGIS recognizes the vital importance of technology to the FOIA process and
in Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 participated in a number of technology-related initiatives designed to make the process more efficient for all—requesters and agencies.
FOIAonline
Through its parent agency, the National Archives and Records Administration, OGIS continued its partnership with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of Commerce (DOC), begun in
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BEST PRACTICES: Technology
Agency FOIA professionals are using technology in smart and creative ways to
manage their FOIA programs.
Many agencies are looking into ways to help search for records in response
to FOIA requests. The Department of State (State) uses search capabilities of eDiscovery tools the agency already uses for litigation to assist with processing
FOIA requests. The Institute of Museum and Library Services created a virtual
collaborative workspace with a central repository that has full text search capability. Allowing for quick and accurate searches for agency documents in a central location streamlines FOIA processing. The Federal Open Market Committee launched a document-sharing platform that allows for collaboration with
the multiple entities within the agency, speeding the review process.
State, looking to cut costs and reduce the time and expense required to mail
responses to requesters, is looking into secure electronic systems to deliver document responses to requesters.
The Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Commerce,
the National Archives and Records Administration, and several other agencies
teamed to create a centralized FOIA portal through FOIAonline, a multiagency
portal that offers requesters one place to submit FOIA requests, track their progress, communicate with the processing agency, search other requests, access previously released documents, and file appeals with participating agencies. Additional agency partners will make the portal more useful for agencies and requesters.
The Department of Justice’s FOIA.gov provides FOIA contacts for all
agencies as well as data regarding FOIA programs at all agencies.
The Department of Energy launched a FOIA hub that provides real-time
access to documents previously released under FOIA with full text search capability, the ability to file requests, and easy access to FOIA contact information
within the agency.

FY 2011, to build FOIAonline. Launched at the start of FY 2013, FOIA
online is a multiagency portal that offers requesters one place to submit
FOIA requests, track their progress, communicate with the processing
agency, search other requests, access previously released responsive documents, and file appeals with participating agencies.
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For agencies, FOIAonline provides a secure website to receive and
store requests, assign and process requests, post responses, generate
metrics, manage records electronically, create management reports,
and electronically generate the annual report required from each agency by FOIA.
EPA began looking at the feasibility of a FOIA portal in 2010 with
the idea of leveraging Regulations.gov, the Federal rulemaking portal
that allows the public to comment on Federal regulations and other
agency regulatory actions. The EPA administers Regulations.gov, which
launched in 2002 and now has 38 partner agencies that govern and financially support the program. By leveraging the infrastructure of Regulations.gov, FOIAonline avoided many start-up costs. OGIS will continue to work with its partners in FY 2013, and looks forward to welcoming more agencies to the partnership.
Throughout FY 2012, representatives from NARA and Commerce,
along with the EPA, worked with and received input from both the agency FOIA professional and the requester communities.
At the end of FY 2012, three additional Federal agencies had partnered
with NARA, the DOC, and EPA to participate in FOIAonline: the Department of the Treasury, the Federal Labor Relations Authority, and the Merit
Systems Protection Board, each of which deployed on its own schedule in
early FY 2013.
FOIA IT Working Group
In the summer of 2011, OGIS convened a meeting of agency FOIA professionals to discuss technology solutions that simplify some aspects of
processing FOIA requests. Those who attended wished to continue the
conversation, and OGIS agreed to facilitate a working group.
The FOIA IT Working Group, consisting of representatives from six
agencies, meets every other month to discuss technology developments in
the FOIA world. One of the group’s goals is providing neutral feedback on
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potential technology solutions, in particular, low- or no-cost tools to which
agencies already have access but which may not be used for the FOIA process.
The FOIA IT working group uses The FOIA Ombudsman: Information and
Advice, OGIS’s blog, to communicate with the larger FOIA community.
Web Presence
In November 2011, OGIS launched a new website connected to a new
online case management system, the OGIS Access System, which allows
OGIS to more effectively and efficiently manage the requests for OGIS
assistance from FOIA requesters and agencies. The system, one of the
first in a generation of cloud computing services in the Federal Government, provides information and tools for FOIA requesters and Federal
agencies to help navigate the FOIA process. The web features:
• Online submission process to request OGIS assistance
• A searchable library of FOIA terms
• The ability for OGIS customers to subscribe to updates to the website
• A real-time searchable log of OGIS cases, including the status of
open cases
• Access to the OGIS blog, The FOIA Ombudsman: Information
and Advice
• Capability to engage with the public on ways to improve FOIA
• An Events and Presentations calendar of training
opportunities and other OGIS events
The OGIS Access System allows customers to submit requests for OGIS assistance online. The submission
form not only captures general information regarding
the request for assistance, but also provides information
to the requester to help determine whether OGIS can
assist. OGIS’s staff had been spending a lot of time addressing basic FOIA issues and providing agency contact
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The Farm Credit Administration received
a request for 10 years
of records pertaining
to employee awards.
The requester did
not want to pay fees.
Agency FOIA professionals discussed the
request with the requester and found
a creative way to
search, which resulted in a narrowed request, the release of
nonexempt information, no fees, and a
satisfied requester.

OGIS CASE STUDY: civil war-era pension records
University of California–Los Angeles economics professor Dora Costa knew that
military files of Civil War veterans who lived to be at least 95 years old would
be crucial to her research on aging and extreme longevity.
So Costa filed a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request with the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) in March 2010 seeking access to files of 1,000
named veterans who lived to be 95 years old or older.
While the records are physically stored in Federal Records Centers run by
the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), the records remain
under VA control. The VA responded that, pursuant to its standard agreement
with the Federal Records Centers to pay the labor costs associated with processing records requests, it would cost $50 per hour to process Costa’s request.
What’s more, the average time for each record is one hour. VA’s $50,000 estimate floored Costa as did the policy, which she had not encountered despite
previous work with NARA on military records at Federal Records Centers. She
filed a FOIA appeal, and the VA affirmed its action.
VA regulations allow the agency to charge the direct costs of responding to
a request; however, the VA did not address Costa’s requester status or whether
she might qualify for a preferred requester category. (Costa’s research is part of
a mammoth project—which includes 12 universities and has spanned more than
20 years—funded by a Federal grant from the National Institute on Aging, part
of the National Institutes of Health.)
The parties were at an impasse. Costa needed the records for her research
and didn’t see why these costs would come up when she had previously obtained
records stored at NARA facilities without such expense. The VA could process
the request, but would get a hefty bill from NARA for its labor—and if the VA
couldn’t pass it on to the requester, as its regulations allow, the agency would
be out 50 grand.
In May 2010, Costa asked OGIS for help. It took nearly 2½ years, but OGIS
worked with the VA, NARA, and Costa to resolve the fee issue, locate records
around the country, and get copies to Costa and her team.
At OGIS’s request, the VA reviewed the fee category and determined that
Costa qualified as an educational requester. (In the end, the VA waived all fees
entirely because of the length of time involved.) Next, OGIS worked with Costa
and the VA to identify the records sought by using VA and NARA records databases. Staffers at nine Records Centers from Seattle to St. Louis copied the re-
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cords Costa sought access to and sent them to the VA, which reviewed the records
for names of any possible living beneficiaries. In October 2012, 21 boxes of records
arrived in Costa’s office.
The request was filled thanks to the collaboration and assistance from the
professionals at the VA, NARA, and the Federal Records Centers across the
country. OGIS kept the ball moving, giving the occasional prod when needed,
but it was the perseverance of the folks in the agency trenches that got Costa’s
request processed. They made a plan to locate the records using sometimes-outdated databases, worked to pull the files, copied the delicate pages, and reviewed
them line-by-line.
“Your involvement made a huge difference,” Costa told OGIS.

information, and now the online submission tool can assist visitors to
the website with much of that information. The tool involves a series of
questions designed to point visitors to particularly helpful information.
OGIS also developed a searchable library of FOIA terms and concepts.
And visitors can always continue to submit OGIS cases either online, by
mail, fax, e-mail, or telephone.
These new web tools allowed OGIS’s staff of seven to provide personal assistance to customers at the appropriate point in the process while
also providing general information to customers. Information was submitted through the online submission form 105 times from December 2011
through the end of FY 2012; however only 36 of those actually became
OGIS cases, saving time and effort. The customers who did not open a
case online left the online submission page to either view the OGIS Library
or other resources provided on the OGIS site. During the 10 months that
the site was in operation in FY 2012, it received 12,852 visits from 7,778
unique visitors. The most viewed pages were the OGIS staff contacts page,
the OGIS Library, and the Events and Presentations pages. More than 85
percent of all site visitors were from the United States. However, there were
visits from more than 100 countries, including Canada, China, Australia,
India, United Kingdom, Russia, Brazil, and Germany.
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Database Requests
As part of its mission of providing mediation services, OGIS has observed agencies facing FOIA requests for large amounts of electronic data or for Government databases themselves. In response, OGIS worked
with both the agency and the requester communities to come up with
OGIS best practices for making and responding to such requests; some
of these best practices came from cases OGIS handled involving database requests. The central tenet of the agency best practices is teamwork: OGIS suggests that agencies assemble an array of professionals to
respond to such requests, including IT professionals, records managers,
privacy professionals, and attorneys. OGIS suggests that requesters do
their homework before filing a FOIA request for a database, including
learning which databases agencies have and the types of information included in those databases.
OGIS moderated panels for the American Society of Access Professionals (ASAP) and Investigative Reporters and Editors (IRE) on database requests in FY 2012, bringing together veteran requesters of FOIA
databases and agency FOIA professionals to discuss best practices for
tackling database requests.

OUTREACH
Outreach to the agency and requester communities remained both a
challenge and an opportunity for OGIS in FY 2012. This year OGIS explored new ways to get its message out while remaining firmly connected
to audiences that the Office has previously developed.
The FOIA Ombudsman
One key outreach tool is OGIS’s blog, The FOIA Ombudsman: Information and Advice, updated at least weekly for a total of 56 posts in
FY 2012. While the majority of the blog posts address substantive is-
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sues such as best practices, case studies, and analysis of FOIA issues,
OGIS also uses the blog to announce training opportunities and OGIS
events.
It is difficult to quantify the impact that The FOIA Ombudsman
has in the FOIA requester and agency communities. OGIS is aware that
blogging is a relatively novel way for Government agencies to communicate with one another, and FOIA professionals are hesitant to leave comments about issues within their own agencies. That said, OGIS knows
from anecdotal feedback that not only are agencies and requesters reading the blog, but that many high-profile agency FOIA professionals keep
up with The FOIA Ombudsman.
2012 Sunshine Week
OGIS marked Sunshine Week—a celebration of Government openness
that takes place each March—with a special event. The National ArSunshine Week
promotes openness in government and freedom
of information.
Detail from Clifford
Berryman’s 1924
drawing “There’s
Always a Ray of
Sunshine.” (NARA
ARC Identifier
6011842)
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BEST PRACTICES: Foreseeable-Harm Analysis
On his first day in office, President Obama directed departments and agencies
not to withhold information “merely because public officials might be embarrassed by disclosure, because errors and failures might be revealed, or because of
speculative or abstract fears.” A few months later, Attorney General Eric Holder said that in the absence of an articulated harm that would come from disclosure under FOIA or a prohibition of such disclosure, records must be released.
Several agencies have concrete steps for conducting an analysis of the harm
that could come from disclosure of records pertaining to internal agency deliberations.
FOIA professionals at the Farm Credit Administration (FCA) ask a series
of questions whenever considering withholding information under several exemptions:
Would disclosure be reasonably likely to harm the agency? Is disclosure
prohibited by law?
• If no: Release
• If yes: 1) Identify specific information and analyze exemption(s) application to that information; and 2) Revisit reasonable harm and whether
truly prohibited by law.
The FCA makes discretionary releases if the likelihood of harm is reasonably low and not truly prohibited by law. Using this analysis, the agency made
discretionary releases of information that could have been withheld under several exemptions to FOIA.
At the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the FOIA officer reviews
with a subject matter expert all potential withholdings under Exemption 5, which
may protect privileged interagency and intraagency memoranda. At the U.S. Postal
Service, the Records Office trained FOIA coordinators in field offices that a foreseeable-harm standard is to be applied when withholding agency records.

chives featured a display of the original Freedom of Information Act,
Public Law 89-487 (1966), in the National Archives East Rotunda
Gallery. OGIS sponsored a special viewing of the FOIA document that
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included remarks from Archivist of the United States David Ferriero and
OGIS Director Miriam Nisbet. A sizable crowd joined OGIS to view
the original statute and hear about the importance of Government
transparency and OGIS’s work.
As in previous years, Director Nisbet testified before Congress
during Sunshine Week, discussing FOIA and information technology with the House Subcommittee on Technology, Information Policy, Intergovernmental Relations and Procurement Reform, Committee on Government and Oversight Reform. Director Nisbet presented testimony titled “The FOIA: Safeguarding Critical Infrastructure
and the Public’s Right to Know” to the Senate Judiciary Committee.
OGIS also participated in a Sunshine Week program sponsored by
the Washington College of Law at American University in Washington, DC.
And OGIS participated in a Sunshine Week Twitter discussion
about the future of FOIA, sponsored by the American Society of News
Editors.
U.S. Outreach
OGIS has always enjoyed strong support from nongovernmental organizations, particularly groups such as the American Society of Access Professionals, a nongovernmental association of agency FOIA professionals
and FOIA requesters, and the Sunshine in Government Initiative, a coalition of media groups working to ensure that government is accessible,
accountable, and open. Requester groups and other open-government
advocates remain interested in OGIS’s activities, and OGIS regularly solicits their input and feedback on its work.
In FY 2012, OGIS continued its regular Requester Roundtables
bringing together Government professionals with FOIA requesters to
discuss specific issues. Co-sponsored with the Office of Information Policy, the 2012 meetings covered declassification, records searches, referrals
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and consultations, contractor and business records, and records on third
parties. OGIS looks forward to continuing these conversations at the FY
2013 roundtables.
OGIS also discussed FOIA with a number of other groups in FY
2012. Those groups include:
• American Bar Association at its spring conference on dispute
resolution
• Coalition of Federal Ombudsmen’s annual conference
• Cold War Patriots, a group advocating for members of the Energy
Employees Occupational Illness Compensation Program
• Investigative Reporters and Editors’ annual conference
• Law Librarians’ Society of Washington, DC
• National Press Club
• NPR
• Union of Concerned Scientists and the First Amendment Center’s
Improving Government
• Access to Scientific Information
• White House and National Archives Smart Disclosure summit
Director Miriam Nisbet continued working with Government and
nongovernmental professionals to improve the administrative process
through her representation of NARA on the Administrative Conference
of the United States (ACUS) and the White House Task Force on Smart
Disclosure; her chairmanship of the Federal Interagency Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Working Group Steering Committee; and her
membership in the American Bar Association (ABA). Director Nisbet’s
work helps ensure that executive branch agencies and their FOIA staffs
know about OGIS and the services it offers as part of the FOIA administrative process.
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OGIS’s work has
global reach,
both in providing
mediation services and in its
outreach efforts.
A globe manufactured by TerrA-Qua Globes
and Maps on
display at the
National Archives
in 1973. (NARA
ARC Identifier
2581365)

FOIA’s Global Reach
The Freedom of Information Act celebrated its 46th birthday on July 4,
2012. Many other countries have passed Access to Information laws in
the last 15 years, and the recent Open Government Partnership (OGP),
a global effort to make governments more transparent, effective, and
accountable, requires countries wishing to join the partnership to have
an access law. As the FOIA Ombudsman, OGIS is often asked to speak
about the American FOIA experience.
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OGIS shared its message at three international events in FY 2012.
They were:
• The Canadian Access and Privacy Association annual conference
in Ottawa, Canada
• The International Council on Archives (ICA) Congress in Brisbane, Australia, and ICA-related events sponsored by the Records
and Information Management Professionals of Australia in Melbourne, Australia, and Wellington, New Zealand
• The 7th International Conference on Information Commissioners
in Ottawa, Canada
As in previous years, dignitaries from other nations included meeting with OGIS on their Washington, DC, travel itineraries. In FY 2012,
those meetings included:
• Brazilian officials in Washington, DC, through the George Washington University Center for Latin American Issues
• Representatives of China’s Supreme People’s Court, the top Chinese judicial agency, in Washington, DC, through the U.S.-China
Business Training Center
• A delegation from the Government of Nigeria in Washington, DC
• A delegation of municipal officials from Argentina in Washington, DC

TRAINING
OGIS continued to expand its training program in 2012.
Dispute-Resolution Skills for FOIA Professionals
OGIS has presented training in dispute resolution to FOIA professionals
for nearly three years, and in that time, the Office has changed the pro-
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gram in response to participant feedback. Since its launch, the format of
the Dispute-Resolution (DR) skills training has been a day-long program
for professionals from across the Government. Attendees learn about
communication and dispute-resolution skills, with a heavy emphasis on
moving disputing parties from their positions (the demands they bring to
the dispute) to interests (the underlying and unspoken needs upon which
positions are based). OGIS continued interagency training in 2012, offering three sessions and training to nearly 100 FOIA professionals from
more than 15 agencies.
After participating in the DR skills training, FOIA professionals
from a few larger agencies asked OGIS for training sessions designed especially for their agencies. The Office presented the first agency-specific
session in the summer of 2011 to the Department of Homeland Security’s U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. The OGIS trainers found
that agency-specific training participants were able to more fully discuss
OGIS regularly
offers DisputeResolution Skills
for FOIA Professionals training.
This Washington,
DC, sixth-grade
class learned
food rationing
skills during
World War II.
(NARA ARC Identifier 196400)
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the issues facing their agencies, and that they appreciated the familiar
context of their own processes and terms.
OGIS expanded the agency-specific training in FY 2012, providing
four sessions to three agencies—the Departments of Homeland Security,
the Interior, and State. More agencies are interested in this customized
training, so OGIS’s 2013 training schedule will be a mix of agency-specific and interagency sessions.
Other Training
OGIS continued its strong relationship in 2012 with the American
Society of Access Professionals (ASAP), a nongovernmental association of agency FOIA professionals and FOIA requesters. OGIS staff
presented a number of sessions at ASAP’s events throughout the year.
Topics included:
• FOIA and the Plain Writing Act
• Best practices for database requests
• Difficult conversations
• Best practices for FOIA appeals
The Department of Justice’s Office of Information Policy presents
a multiday training session for FOIA professionals throughout the year.
OGIS takes part in this program, presenting information on the services of the Office and good FOIA customer service. OGIS also presented at agency FOIA training sessions, including those for the Department of Health and Human Services and multiagency FOIA training for
eight agencies: the Departments of Commerce, Homeland Security, State,
Transportation, and Treasury, and the US Agency for International Development, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Merit Systems
Protection Board.
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A LOOK AHEAD
In its fourth year, OGIS continues to provide mediation services and review agency FOIA policies, procedures, and compliance as robustly as
possible with its staff of seven.
OGIS’s dispute-resolution skills training in FY 2013 will include
both interagency and agency-specific sessions, according to demand.
OGIS also plans to expand its nascent review program by working with Cabinet-level agencies to adopt Privacy Act routine uses to
streamline the way in which agencies share information with OGIS
and by developing a framework for OGIS assessment of agency FOIA
programs.
In OGIS’s first couple years, the Office envisioned cases going into “formal mediation” in which an outside mediator (either from inside
or outside the Government) provides mediation. After closing more than
1,100 cases, OGIS has realized that its cases typically have not warranted
an outside mediator. All of OGIS’s professionals are trained in mediation
and are using mediation services to resolve disputes brought to OGIS—
by providing information or facilitating discussions with the parties to
resolve disputes. OGIS services are voluntary, and in a few cases that
may have benefitted from a more structured or “formal” mediation approach, one party or the other has not agreed to engage. Because of this,
OGIS has come to realize that the designation of “formal” mediation is
not meaningful.

SPECIAL THANKS
OGIS thanks the 112th Congress for its support of the FOIA Ombudsman’s office:
Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Senator Patrick Leahy and Ranking Member Senator Chuck Grassley, and their personal and committee staffs;
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The U.S. military
“Thank You
America” float
in the 1991 postDesert Storm
National Victory
Celebration in
Washington, DC.
(NARA ARC Identifier 6481455)
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Representative Darrell Issa, chairman of the House Committee
on Oversight and Government Reform, Ranking Member Representative Elijah Cummings, and Representative Trey Gowdy, chairman
of that committee’s Subcommittee on Health Care, District of Columbia, Census and the National Archives, and their personal and committee staffs.
We extend a special thanks to our colleagues at the National Archives,
including David S. Ferriero, Archivist of the United States; William J.
Bosanko, Executive Head for Agency Services; and National Archives General Counsel Gary M. Stern for their support of OGIS’s work. Agency Services’ Chief of Staff Carla Riner and Administrative Officer Karen DeGrazia
deserve a special mention for their tireless assistance and patience in working
with OGIS to ensure that our internal operations run smoothly.
Assistant General Counsel Jean Whyte, director of the National Archives Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) program, continued to provide invaluable input to and helped teach OGIS’s Dispute-Resolution
Skills courses in FY 2012 for which we are most grateful.
OGIS also thanks Senior Policy Analysts Laura McCarthy and Kimberly Keravuori of the National Archives’ Strategy Division for shepherding OGIS comments on agency FOIA regulations through the public comment process. Their work contributed to an important part of
OGIS’s statutory mission: our nascent agency review program.
Project Manager Aaron Woo provided a bright light as OGIS navigated the process of getting our case management system up and running.
OGIS thanks our FOIAonline partners, including Joseph Scanlon,
the Archives’ FOIA and Privacy Act Officer, and Jay Olin, Deputy FOIA
Officer; the Environmental Protection Agency’s Tim Crawford, Senior
Policy Adviser, Open Government; Larry Gottesman, National FOIA
Officer, and John Moses, Director, Collection Strategies Division; and
the Department of Commerce’s FOIA and Privacy Act Officer Brenda
Dolan and Deputy Director of Open Government Joey Hutcherson. This
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multiagency partnership worked tirelessly to oversee the retooling of
Regulations.gov into FOIAonline, which launched at the beginning of
FY 2013. We look forward to continuing the partnership—and welcoming more agencies to the collaboration.
FOIA Public Liaisons play an important role in the FOIA process
and in OGIS’s work. We are particularly grateful to Timothy Graham
of the Veterans Health Administration, Department of Veterans Affairs,
who appeared on several OGIS-moderated panels to discuss the FOIA
process, and to Stephanie Carr, Policy Team Lead and OGIS Liaison,
Department of Defense (DoD) FOI and Policy Office.
Finally, OGIS thanks Aaron Rauh, a student at Georgetown University Law Center, who volunteered in the summer of 2012 as a member of the OGIS team, and Jerel Downer who also volunteered his time.
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